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This road project paid in part through the
St. Charles County ½ Cent Transportation Sales Tax.
GUTHRIE ROAD
Project Location:
Bluff Brook Drive to Flint Brook Drive
Project Description/Scope:
Guthrie Road is currently a two lane roadway, with no shoulders, no curbing, a few disjointed
sidewalks, and no enclosed drainage. The limits of this project are from Mexico Road to Flint
Brook Drive, along Guthrie Road. Within the project limits, there is an intersection at Deer Brook
Drive.
There are several large residential subdivisions around the limits of the project, and more
development is planned for the future. There are sidewalks at intermittent points along the overall
project limits, but it is not continuous. Further, with the new and future development, traffic delays
are becoming a larger issue in the area, and the public has asked the City many times in the past
when the road will be improved.
The goal of the project is threefold: (1) signalize the intersection at Guthrie Road and Mexico
Road, (2) reconstruct the roadway to ease the severity of the curve near Deer Brook Drive and (3)
convert the existing two lane road to a traditional three lane road at major intersections and
entrances to subdivisions, similar to what has been built in the past around the County, to improve
traffic flow in the area. By virtue of installing a signal at the intersection of Guthrie and Mexico,
the City is hoping to quell some of the current and future traffic issues that are occurring in the area
due to the density of developments being constructed. Similarly, there are some safety concerns
regarding the severity of the curve in the roadway near Deer Brook Drive. The City feels that the
roadway would be much improved by cutting into the existing rock on the SW side of the curve and
rebuilding the road with a more accommodating curve and sight line as traffic moves through the
area.. Lastly, this project is looking to improve Guthrie Road by means of widening it out to a
three lane road section, including curb and gutter, where warranted for intersections and entrances
to subdivisions. In addition, a continuous sidewalk would be established (the existing will be
brought into ADA compliance and new sidewalk will be built where there is no connection) and
storm sewers would be constructed. No aesthetic enhancements are being proposed. As there are
new signals being proposed, intelligent transportation system infrastructure is being sought, and we
would anticipate a repeater or fiber to be required to interface with the nearest light.
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Project Funding:
TOTAL
$5,726,668

County
$4,620,495

Sponsor
$1,106,173

Federal

Other

Anticipated Completion Year: 2023
Sponsor & Contact:
City of O'Fallon
Ruth Field
636-379-5407
rfield@ofallon.mo.us
Update: 6/1/2021
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